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SUMMARY OF DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR AIRPLANE
SPIN-RECOVERY PARACHUTE SYSTEMS
By Sanger M. Burk, Jr.
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
A compilation of design considerations applicable to spin-recovery parachute sys-
tems has been made so thatthe information will be readily available to those responsible
for the design of such systems. The information was obtained from a study of available
documents and from discussions with persons in both government and industry experienced
in parachute design, full-scaleand model spin testing,and related systems. This survey
indicated that the technology was best defined for tacticaland trainer military airplanes,
and was not considered applicable to other classes of airplanes, especially lightgeneral
aviation airplanes. Even for the military airplanes, however, there are gaps in the tech-
nology where one must rely on the judgment of experts based on their related experience.
Hence, the present paper is not a handbook for the design of spin-recovery parachute
systems, but is simply a summary of the status of the technology and a discussion of
approaches thathave proven successful, or unsuccessful, in the past. One main conclu-
sion evolves from this survey; that is,there are three distinctfieldsof technology
involved: parachutes, airplane spinning, and airplane systems. Specialistsin all these
fieldsshould be consulted or participatein the design of the spin-recovery parachute
system from the very beginning.
INTRODUCTION
The armed services require a contractor to demonstrate by full-scale flight tests
the spin and recovery characteristics of certain types of airplanes, such as fighter, attack,
and trainer airplanes, as a standard part of the flight demonstration acceptance program.
(See refs. 1 and 2.) During these spin demonstrations, the airplane is generally equipped
with a tail-mounted spin-recovery parachute system as an emergency recovery device in
case recovery from the spin cannot be effected by the airplane control surfaces. The
U.S. Navy recently has added a new requirement to the full-scale spin demonstrations
"(ref. 2) which states that the emergency spin-recovery device must be tested in a critical
spin condition during the spin demonstration tests. Although spin-recovery parachute
systems have been used for many years, the technology for system design and qualification
is very inadequatelydocumentedand few guidelines exist in this area. There have been,
andcontinue to be, failures associatedwith spin-recovery parachute systems; manyof
these failures appear to be causedby the lack of understandingof the basic aerodynamic
characteristics and mechanicsof the spin and also to lack of experiencewith spin-
recovery parachute systems. This situation exists becausethere hasbeenlittle conti-
nuity in the design teams over the years with respect to spin-recovery parachute systems.
The purposeof this paper is to summarize the design considerations for spin-
recovery parachutesystems sothat the information will be readily available to those
responsible for the designof such systems. The information that is presentedherein
was obtainedfrom a study of available documents(refs. 3 to 19),and from discussions
with persons experienced in parachute technology, full-scale and model spin testing, and
related systems. Personnel from the following organizations were consulted: (1) U.S.
Air Force Flight DynamicsLaboratory, (2) U.S.Naval Air SystemsCommand,(3) Cessna
Aircraft Company,(4) General Dynamics, Fort Worth Division, (5) GrummanAerospace
Corporation, (6) Irvin Industries, Inc., (7) Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc., (8) McDonnell
Douglas Corporation, (9) M. Steinthal and Company,Inc., (10)Northrop Corporation,
(11) Pioneer Parachute Company,and (12)NASALangley ResearchCenter.
As the information was being compiled, it becameevident that in a number of areas
there is no clearly definedbasis for determining a best approachfor insuring adequate
performance of the recovery system. The present paper doesnot create newtechnology
to fill thesevoids and doesnot presume to make recommendationsin areas where the
present technologywill not clearly support such recommendations;hence, muchof the
paper discusses various aspectsof spin-recovery parachutesystem designwithout clear-
cut conclusions. It wasalso apparentthat the technologywas best defined for tactical
andtrainer military airplanes and wasnot consideredto be applicable to other classes
of airplanes, especially light general aviation airplanes; therefore, the present paper is
limited to applications to military airplanes.
Although the primary purposeof this paper is to discuss approachesin the design
of tail-mounted spin-recovery parachutesystems, it was felt that a brief discussion on
other spin-recovery devices, suchas rockets andwing-tip mountedparachutes,would
also be in order, since these devices are alternate systems for accomplishing the same
purpose. This information is presented in appendixA.
SYMBOLS
Units used for the physical quantities in this paper are given in the International
Systemof Units (SI) and U.S. Customary Units. Measurementsand calculations were
madein U.S. Customary Units. Factors relating the two systems are given in refer-
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ence 20. A sketch of a spin-recovery parachute system with its nomenclature is pre-
sentedin figure 1.
g acceleration due to gravity, 9.8 m/sec2 (32.2ft/sec 2)
IX, IY momentsof inertia aboutthe X and Y bodyaxes, respectively, kg-m2
(slug-ft 2)
l B distance between bridle attachment point and pilot parachute skirt (see fig. 1),
m (ft)
l R distance between riser attachment point and spin-recovery parachute skirt
(see fig. 1), m (ft)
q local dynamic pressure, N/m 2 (lb/ft 2)
q_ free-stream dynamic pressure, N/m 2 (lb/ft 2)
r horizontal distance between spin axis and parachute attachment point, m (ft)
Sp area of pilot parachute based on flat diameter, m 2 (ft 2)
Ss area of spin-recovery parachute based on flat diameter, m 2 (ft 2)
maximum design velocity of parachute at designated spin altitude, m/see
(ft/sec)
true rate of descent in spin, m/sec (ft/sec)
body axes
angle between fuselage reference line and vertical (approximately equal to
absolute value of angle of attack at plane of symmetry), deg
_r
angle of sideslip, tan-1 _ss + 0 where the term tan-1 Vs_--xris positive in a
left spin and negative in a right spin, deg
angle of wing sweep, deg
air density, kg/m 3 (slug/ft 3)
V m
V s
X, Y, Z
0/
A
P
anglebetweenwing spanaxis andhorizontal measured in vertical plane,
positive whenright wing is downregardless of spin direction, deg
f_ angular velocity about spin axis, rps
TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICSOF SPINAND RECOVERY
Fully DevelopedSpin
The fully developedspin is normally consideredto be the critical designcondition
for a spin-recovery parachute system. Recently, however, it hasbecomeevident that it
may be desirable under some circumstances to deploy the parachuteduring spin entry
where the dynamic pressure maybe higher than in a fully developedspin, andconsidera-
tions for this condition are discussed in more detail in a later section of the report.
In the fully developedspin the airplane is in vertical descentin a fully stalled atti-
tudewith the angleof attack generally between40° and90° and is rotating about the verti-
cal flight-path axis. A sketch illustrating the attitude angles, spin radius, and rate of
rotation of an airplane in a spin is shownin figure 2. The motion may be a steady rota-
tion or the airplane may be oscillating violently in pitch androll. Oscillations of +30 °
to i45 ° are not uncommon. Any given airplane may have several different spin modes
between flat or steep, fast or slow, and steady or oscillatory. In the steady-spin mode
the aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the airplane are balanced by equal and
opposite mass and inertia forces and moments so that an equilibrium condition exists.
These mass and inertia forces and moments are produced by both the spinning rotation
and the uneven mass distribution of the airplane about its body axes. As a result, an
externally applied force or moment to a spinning airplane often causes the airplane to
react like a gyroscope rather than in the normal manner expected in straight and level
flight. The effects of these gyroscopic moments can be especially evident and important
in spin recovery, as will be discussed in the following section. (Further details on spin
characteristics of airplanes can be found in ref. 3.)
Spin Recovery
The fully developed spin is primarily a yawing motion and thus the most effective
means of terminating it is to apply a yawing moment to oppose the rotation. Considera-
tion must be given, however, to the gyroscopic moments which result from the application
of forces or moments other than those in yaw, especially since a spin-recovery parachute
applies a pitching moment as well as a yawing moment. The gyroscopic moments may be
beneficial or detrimental, depending upon the mass distribution of the airplane and the
direction of the applied force or moment. Because of the gyroscopic effects, applying a
nose-down pitching moment, for example, to a fuselage-loaded airplane (Iy > IX) in a spin
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results in a yawingmoment in the direction of the spin rotation (prospin) andusually
causesthe spin rotation to increase rather than causethe airplane to pitch nose down,
By contrast, the application of an antispin yawingmomentwill stop the spin rotation and
simultaneously causethe airplane to nosedownout of the spin from its nose-high attitude
becauseas the spin rotation is reduced, the gyroscopic nose-uppitching moment is
reduced.
Thus, in order to explain the action of the parachute for spin recovery, both the
yawing momentand nose-downpitching momentappliedby the parachutemust be consid-
ered. The yawingmoment, as previously mentioned, is the most effective meansfor both
stopping the rotation anddecreasing the angleof attack. The nose-downpitching moment
however, is anundesirable byproduct of the parachutewhich, becauseof the resulting
gyroscopic effects, generally will causemost tactical airplanes to spin faster and not
recover, and may or may not causethe airplane to nosedownor decrease in angleof
attack. If the parachute is properly sized, however, the yawing momentapplied by the
parachutewill stop the spin rotation in spite of the adverse pitching-moment effect. If,
on the other hand,the parachute size is too small, it is possible that the airplane would
find a new spin equilibrium condition where the spin rate is higher and the pitch attitude
is steeper. This newattitude andspin rate shouldnot be consideredan improvement over
the original spin modebecausethe airplane could continueto spin without ever recovering.
Thus, a properly sized parachute that will producea sufficiently large antispin yawing
moment is required in order to effect a satisfactory spin recovery.
It also follows from the analysis of the gyroscopic effects that for airplanes with a
wing-heavy loading (IX > Iy), the nose-downpitching momentas well as the antispin yaw-
ing momentof the parachutewill be favorable to spin recovery.
SPIN-RECOVERYPARACHUTE
Design Approach
There are three distinctly different branches of technology involved in the designof
a spin-recovery parachutesystem - parachutes, spinning, and airplane systems - and
persons knowledgeablein all three of these fields shouldbe brought in on the design from
the very outset. In the case of the parachute, suchearly coordination is particularly
important becauseparachutetechnology is a very specialized branch of aeronautics.
Expertise in this area is not generally available in an airplane manufacturing firm but
canbe obtainedfrom governmentsources or from the potential parachutemanufacturer.
For a given airplane, the spin-recovery parachutemust be designedto recover the
airplane from its worst spin condition. (The recovery of an airplane is consideredto be
completedwhenthe spin rotation has beenterminated and the angleof attack has decreased
to below the stall.) Definition of this "worst condition" andthe parachutesize andriser
length is generally obtainedfor military airplanes from tests of dynamic models in the
Langley spin tunnel; these tests are discussed in more detail in a later section of the
paper.
OperatingEnvironment
The variations in the operating environment in which spin-recovery parachute sys-
tems must function for tactical andtrainer-type airplanes in fully developedspins are
approximately as follows:
Altitude ....................... 3050to 10675 m (10000to 35000ft)
Rate of descent ................... 37 to 153m/sec (120to 500ft/sec)
Dynamic pressure .................. 479to 5267N/m 2 (10 to 110lb/ft 2)
Machnumber ................................ 0.10 to 0.50
Rateof rotation ............................... 0.10 to 1.0 rps
Airplane mass ................... 2270to 36 320kg (5000to 80 000lb)
There are also effects of the airplane wake which might causethe airspeed and dynamic
pressures experiencedby the parachute to be lower than the values given andto bequite
nonuniform.
This listing of the environment is not meant to imply that one system must meet all
these conditions. Althoughthe actual spin entry of an airplane may be initiated at a higher
altitude and speedthan those listed, generally, several thousandfeet of altitude and much
of the airspeed will havebeenlost during the spin entry and attemptedspin recovery by
the use of the airplane control surfaces before the emergencyspin-recovery parachute is
deployed. Thevariations in altitude loss, rate of descent, dynamic pressure, and Mach
number dependprimarily onwhether the spin of the airplane is steepor flat and on the
wing loading of the airplane. Sincethe airplane is at relatively low values of Machnum-
ber in the developedspin, the parachutedoesnot experience anyappreciable Macheffects;
thus, theseeffects are usually not consideredin designingthe parachute.
WakeEffects
Oneof the most important andleast understoodoperating environments of the pilot
parachuteand spin-recovery parachute is the wakeabovea spinningairplane. Very little
information is available on this subject, althoughsomeeffort hasbeenmadewith model
tests in wind tunnels to determine these airflow characteristics. In general, it canbe
said that the wake is nonuniform, has less than free-stream dynamic pressure, and in
someareas hasairflow reversal. Any of these conditions may causethe parachute to
havedifficulty in inflating or may actually prevent inflation. In order to illustrate some
of theseairflow characteristics, the results of dynamic-pressure surveys conductedin
the Ames 12-foot pressure tunnel on a static model in a flat spinning attitude are pre-
sentedin figure 3. The test Reynoldsnumber basedon the meanaerodynamic chord of
the modelwing ranged from approximately 482 000to 3 × 106,but since there was no sig-
nificant effect of Reynoldsnumber on the data, the results are presented for a Reynolds
number of approximately 1.8× 106. Figure 3 showsthe wake in terms of contour and
profile plots of dynamic-pressure ratios q/q_ of 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75. In terms of full-
scale values for a fighter airplane of representative size, the contour plots (fig. 3(a)) are
at elevations abovethe airplane of approximately 15, 22, 30, and 38meters (50, 75, 100,
and 125ft). These results indicate that significant reductions in dynamic pressure
extend 38meters (125ft) or more abovethe airplane. Reference4 also presents some
results of a wake survey conductedabovea static model mountedin spinningattitudes in
a wind tunnel, and the results, in general, are similar to those just discussed.
The results of smoke flow tests conductedin the Langley spin tunnel ona model
similar to the one tested in the Ames tunnel, and mountedstatically in a spinning attitude,
are presented in figure 3(b)as arrows showingthe direction of airflow. These results
show a reverse airflow that can suck the parachutedownon top of the airplane. Addi-
tional tests with a parachuteattachedto this model mountedin spinningattitudes and
rotating on a spindle in the Langley spin tunnel verified the effects implied by these
smokeflow tests in that if the parachute riser was too short, the parachutewouldbe
drawn downon the top of the model. Tests on full-scale airplanes also have confirmed
these model tests. If the riser was madesufficiently long, however, the parachutewould
remain out of this reverse flow area. Thus, these results emphasizethe importance of
getting the parachute far enoughawayfrom the airplane to avoid adversewake effects.
There is anequally important reason, however, for not makingthe riser too long since
excessive lengthwill causethe parachute to aline itself onthe spin axis; as a result, the
parachute produceslittle or noantispin yawing momentwhile it produces an adverse nose-
downpitching moment. Therefore, in suchcases the parachutemay be ineffective in ter-
minating the spin. Of course, if the riser is too short, the parachute may not inflate
properly or not inflate at all becauseof airplane wake effects. Therefore, careful con-
sideration must be given to the selection of the riser length in order to avoid these detri-
mental effects.
Further information on model spin-recovery parachute testing canbe found in ref-
erence 5, wherein the parachutetests were conductedin a wind tunnel ona scale model
of an airplane fixed at spinning anglesof attack; the effects of riser length and canopy
porosity on the inflation, stability, anddrag characteristics of the parachutewere
determined.
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ParachuteRequirements
Positive and reasonably quick opening(approximately 3 to 4 seconds)of the spin-
recovery parachute is necessary for all operating conditions so that the spin may be ter-
minated as rapidly as possible to minimize altitude loss. Openingcharacteristics are
generally influenced by canopyporosity. Low porosity aids quick opening,but can result
in high openingshock loads and anunstableparachute. High porosity may result in poor
canopyinflation. Low snatchandopeningshockloads are desirable not only from a para-
chute load consideration but also to reduce the loads on the airplane structure as well,
since the loads are generally of suchmagnitudethat it is necessaryto reinforce the rear
of the airplane. In addition, the parachute shouldbe reasonably stable with an amplitude
of oscillation of less than approximately +10 °. A stable parachute is required so that it
will tend to trail with the relative wind at the tail of the airplane in a spin and thus apply
a yawing moment that is always antispin; whereas an unstable parachute because of its
large oscillations may apply a yawing moment that varies from antispin to prospin, and
thus hinders or prevents recovery. A canopy geometric porosity of 10 to 20 percent has
generally been used to achieve the desired stability, and the degree of porosity apparently
depends on the particular manufacturer's individual experience.
Parachute Type
Experience has shown that either a ring-slot or a ribbon-type parachute will meet
all the previously discussed requirements for a satisfactory spin-recovery parachute
except the requirement for positive and quick opening. Since this shortcoming can be
overcome by the use of inflation aids, these two types of parachutes are preferred for
spin-recovery parachutes. The inflation aids may be used singly or in combination and
the most generally used ones consist of the following: (1) pocket bands, (2) blow-out cap
lightly stitched over canopy vent, and (3) additional vertical tapes sewn across slots in
canopy to decrease geometric porosity. Some consideration has also been given in the
past to a method which forcibly spreads the canopy skirt by ballistic means (such as used
in some personnel escape systems) to aid in the inflation of spin-recovery parachutes.
This approach has never been used, however, apparently because of added complexity and
also because the parachute would have very high opening shock loads.
Parachute Diameter and Riser Length
Determination of the correct parachute size and riser length obviously is very
important in the overall design of a recovery system. The riser length controls the posi-
tion of the parachute in the wake of the spinning airplane and therefore affects the force
that the parachute can apply to the airplane. The minimum parachute diameter and riser
length required to terminate the spin of military airplanes must be determined by tests
of a dynamically scaled model of the airplane in the Langley spin tunnel. Experimental
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tests are required becausetheoretical approacheshave not been sufficiently developedto
predict the correct parachutesize and riser length. The model tests indicate the effec-
tiveness of the parachuteonceit is fully inflated and are not intendedto simulate the
deployment sequenceof the full-scale parachute. A cross-sectional view of the spin tun-
nel is shownin figure 4 and a photographof a model in the tunnel recovering from a spin
with the spin-recovery parachutedeployedis presented in figure 5. A detailed descrip-
tion of the tunnel andits operation is given in reference 3.
Over the years a number of parachutetests havebeenconductedin the Langley spin
tunnel, andthe results of these tests in terms of parachute size and canopydistance are
plotted in figures 6 and7, respectively. Canopydistance is definedas the distance
betweenthe canopyskirt andthe attachmentpoint (approximately equal to the riser length
plus the canopysuspensionline length; see fig. 1). The data are presentedin terms of
canopydistance rather than riser length becausecanopydistance is the critical factor
since riser length for a given canopydistance might vary slightly becauseof differences
in the length of the parachutesuspensionlines. The parachutediameters and canopydis-
tancesare plotted against airplane gross weight in terms of full-scale values. The vari-
ation of parachutediameter and canopydistance with other factors was explored, but none
appearedto be anymore suitable than airplane weight. The parachutediameters were
scaledup to full-scale values basedon a drag coefficient of 0.50; andthe drag coefficient
itself was basedon the flat planform area of the parachutecanopy. The model test results
that havebeenverified as being satisfactory by full-scale developedspin tests are noted
in figures 6 and 7 by the use of solid symbols. The full-scale data are limited because
few parachuteshavehad to be deployedunder actual developedspin circumstances.
An examinationof the results presented in the figures indicates that there is sucha
large variation in parachute size and riser length for a given airplane weight that a rea-
sonableestimation of these factors from suchempirical data is impossible. Thus, these
results emphasizethe point madepreviously that the only accurate methodfor the deter-
mination of the parachutesize and riser length is free-spinning tests of a dynamically
scaled model of the specific airplane design.
If the spin-tunnel tests of a dynamic model indicate that the model may spin flat, it
would be very desirable to conduct somespecial wind-tunnel tests aimed at better defini-
tion of the wake characteristics behindthe model becausethesewake effects may be very
severe on parachute inflation. Very little work has beendonein this area, as previously
mentioned,but suchtests should include deploymentand inflation of a parachutewith the
model both fixed and rotating ona spindle at various anglesof attack andsideslip which
simulate spinning attitudes. It also might be desirable to supplementthese tests with a
wake survey with the model fixed in various spin attitudes. Data obtainedfrom tests of
these types havebeenvery useful in establishing the wake characteristics and in deter-
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mining the effect of the wake, riser length, and canopyporosity on the ability of the para-
chute to inflate andremain inflated.
SPIN-RECOVERYPARACHUTEINSTALLATION AND OPERATION
Parachute Compartment
A fundamental requirement in any parachute installation is to locate the compart-
ment and the riser attachment point as far aft on the airplane as possible. This approach
will reduce the possibility of the riser or parachute striking the airplane and will also
give the maximum moment arm for the parachute force to act on. It should be assumed
that the angle the riser makes with the fuselage longitudinal axis can be as high as 90 ° if
a flat or a highly oscillatory spin mode exists. If the riser is likely to contact the jet
exhaust because of the attachment point location, then it must be protected against heat.
Additional protection of the riser might be necessary if there is a possibility of its rub-
bing against the airplane structure after deployment. Since the riser generally is made
of fabric (for example, nylon), abrasions on or nicks in the riser while it is in tension can
cause it to fail very rapidly.
The parachute compartment also should be designed so that it does not change the
spin and recovery characteristics of the airplane by changing the aerodynamic and/or
inertia characteristic of the airplane with the installation and thereby invalidate the tests.
Recent experiences with high-performance fighter-type airplanes have shown that the type
of installations shown in figure 8 have generally met these requirements. Two types of
parachute comparhnents in current use are (1) one in which the compartment is perma-
nently attached to the airplane and deployment is initiated by pulling the deployment bag
from the compartment with a pilot parachute, and (2) one in which the compartment is
pulled away and completely separated from the airplane by a pilot parachute which then
pulls the compartment off the deployment bag when the riser is fully extended.
Two major requirements for a satisfactory parachute compartment are that it be
designed so that (1) the extraction of the deployment bag by pilot parachute or tractor
rocket or by forceful ejection can be accomplished regardless of the airplane attitude,
and (2) the bag be undamaged during the deployment process. A discussion is presented
in appendix B on the methods used and considered to meet these requirements.
Based on the variety of approaches used in designing parachute compartments,
there should be enough good design information available so that it is not only possible
but highly desirable to develop several basic types which could be adapted to any airplane
configuration through the use of suitable interfaces.
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DeploymentBagand Packing Methods
The deploymentbag may be divided into two or three sections generally dependingon
the size of the parachute. If the parachute is small (diameter approximately 4.6 meters
(15 ft) or less), the bag is divided into two sections with the canopypackedin one com-
partment andthe suspensionlines and riser packedin the other. For larger size para-
chutes, the canopy, suspensionlines, and riser are packedin separate compartments
within the bag. Thesearrangements provide an orderly and reliable methodof deploy-
ment. Sincethe riser of a spin-recovery parachute is muchlonger than that usedwith
other types of parachutes, special care must be taken in packing the riser to insure a
reliable deployment. The interior of the deploymentbag shouldbe made reasonably
smooth to prevent hangupor friction burns; however, it generally is not necessaryto pro-
vide a special type of smoothlining in the bagto minimize friction burns becauseof the
low extraction speedof the canopyfrom the bag.
Selectionof a packingmethodfor a spin-recovery parachutewill dependon the size,
shape,and location of the parachutecompartment. The following packingmethodshave
beenused: (1) hand, (2) vacuum, (3) lace, and(4) mechanical. More detailed information
on thesepacking techniquescan be found in appendixB and in reference 6 (pp. 372-375).
ParachuteDeploymentMethods
The two basic methodsfor deployingthe spin-recovery parachute from an airplane
are the line-first andthe canopy-first methods shownin figure 9. The line-first method
is preferred for several reasons, as indicated in the discussion of the method.
Line-first method.- In the line-first method (fig. 9(a)), a pilot parachute extracts
the deployment bag from the parachute compartment, deploying first the riser, then the
parachute suspension lines, and finally, the recovery parachute by pulling the deployment
bag off the parachute. The primary advantage of this method is that it provides a clean
separation of the deployment bag from the airplane and also insures that the inflation of
the spin-recovery parachute canopy will occur away from the airplane; thereby the pos-
sibility of parachute fouling on the airplane and the effect of the airplane wake on the
parachute are minimized. Furthermore, the snatch loads will be reduced because para-
chute inflation will occur after the riser is fully extended.
Canopy-first method.- In the canopy-first method (fig. 9(b)), the deployment bag
remains attached to the parachute compartment. A pilot parachute extracts the spin-
recovery parachute canopy from the bag, then the suspension lines, and finally the riser.
The primary disadvantages of this method are (1) the increased possibility of the spin-
recovery parachute fouling on the airplane; (2) the high snatch loads that occur because
the spin-recovery parachute canopy will become inflated before the riser has become
fully extended; (3) the high opening shock loads; and (4) the possibility of the canopy being
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damaged,or only partly inflated, becausethe canopyand suspensionlines becomeentan-
gled. The only advantagesof this methodare (1) it requires a lower pilot parachute
extraction force than the line-first conceptbecausethe spin-recovery parachutecanopy
is extracted easily regardless of the attitude of the spinningairplane; and (2) once the
deployment starts, the parachute itself provides anadditional force that helps complete
the deploymentof the canopy,suspensionlines, andriser.
Whenthe canopy-first methodis used, there are several devices (listed herein) that
are intendedto delay the inflation of the parachutecanopyand thereby minimize the pre-
viously mentionedproblems. Thesedevices however, result in additional complexity in
the system for the canopy-first method.
(1) Skirt hesitator.- The skirt hesitator is a reefing line wrappedtightly around the
suspensionlines or the skirt of the parachutecanopy. A pyrotechnic line cutter with a
time delay device is used to cut the reefing line only whenthe riser has becomefully
extended. This techniquewill reduce the snatch loads but the possibility of canopyfoul-
ing still exists becausethe canopymight spreadout prior to inflation.
(2) Sleeve.- The sleeveis a tapered fabric tube, approximately equal in length to
the canopygores, in which the parachute is packed. Whenthe riser is fully extended,the
sleeve is pulled awayfrom the spin-recovery parachutecanopyby a pilot parachute. This
method has the sameadvantageas the skirt hesitator but, in addition, this methodpro-
vides a protective covering for the spin-recovery parachuteas it is deployedfrom the
parachutecompartment on the airplane. The canopy,however, could be burnedby the
heat of friction as the sleeve is removed.
(3) "Wrap-around" cloth.- The "wrap-around" cloth, attachedto the parachutecan-
opy alongone seamwith light stitching, is approximately equal to the length of the canopy
gores andwide enoughto overlap slightly whentightly wrappedaround the canopy. The
overlapping endsof the cloth are held together by the use of the grommet-pin method.
Several cords are tied to the pins alongthe length of the wrap-around cloth andto the
parachutecompartment so that the cords will pull the pins in sequence(starting at apex
of canopy)and allow the cloth to unwrap from the canopyupondeployment. This technique
has the advantageof both of the previous techniquesand, in addition, prevents the canopy
from being burnedduring deploymentas may be possible with the sleeve technique. The
disadvantageis that as the spin-recovery parachutecanopyis beingextracted, the wrap-
around cloth becomesfree of the top part of the spin-recovery parachutecanopyfirst
while the remainder of the canopyis still in the parachutecompartment. Thus, it is pos-
sible for the top of the canopyto spread or flatten out as the airstream strikes it; thus,
the possibility of the canopyfouling on the airplane structure is increased. Two deploy-
ments havebeenmadeby use of this techniqueduring full-scale spins. Although the
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parachuteon both flights deployedwithout fouling, on oneflight it camevery close to the
airplane tail; thus, the possibility of fouling on subsequentflights was indicated.
PILOT PARACHUTE
Requirements and Types
The requirements for a satisfactory pilot parachute are similar to those for the
spin-recovery parachute except that it is not necessary for the pilot parachute to be
stable. Since the pilot parachute must apply only a force and not a moment to extract the
deployment bag, reasonably large oscillations (+15 ° ) of the parachute do not appear to be
a handicap. A major factor in choosing a particular type of parachute is the size of the
pilot parachute needed to produce a required force. If the diameter of the pilot parachute
is no larger than 2.5 meters (8 ft), a solid flat-type parachute may be used despite its
high opening shock factor because the force will be relatively small. Since this type of
pilot parachute has a high drag coefficient and consequently smaller area, it requires a
lower packing volume than some other types. If a larger parachute is required, then
ring-slot or ribbon-type parachutes should be used because of their lower opening shock
factors.
Pilot Parachute Diameter and Bridle Length
The technology for determining the size of the pilot parachute and the length of its
bridle line is not well established according to reference 6 (pp. 392-393), and it has been
common practice to rely on the judgment of the parachute manufacturer in this regard.
A discussion of some important considerations based on past experience in applicable
technology, however, may be beneficial and, therefore, this information is presented in
the following paragraphs.
The size of the pilot parachute is based on a compromise between making it small
enough not to exert excessive loads on the extracted item or on the parachute itself at
higher speeds that might be encountered in steep spins and making it large enough to
extract the deployment bag at low rates of descent that might be encountered in flat spins.
Also, for the condition where the pilot parachute remains permanently attached to the
recovery parachute, excessive pilot parachute size may prevent the recovery parachute
from opening because of too much tension being applied to the top of the parachute canopy
when the riser has become fully extended. Thus, the diameter of the pilot parachute is
important for the positive and orderly deployment of the spin-recovery parachute. Past
experience seems to indicate that the pilot parachute should be sized to provide an accel-
eration of 4g to 6g units on the deployment bag at the minimum dynamic pressure that
might be expected; and, of course, it should be stressed for the highest dynamic pressure
that might be encountered.
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Althougha size for the pilot parachutemay be estimated by considering the preced-
ing factors, table I hasbeenprepared to indicate what hasbeenused. This table is based
on limited dataand lists the pilot parachute sizes used satisfactorily in full-scale spins.
The table showsthat the pilot parachutearea in percent of the spin-recovery parachute
area varied by a factor of about 3 (from 1.3 to 4.0 percent) with the exceptionof airplane 8.
This airplane, used a large, heavy detachableparachute compartment which would require
a very large pilot parachutefor proper system operation. Also it is possible that this
particular parachutewas sized to operate in a somewhatlower dynamic pressure environ-
ment than the other pilot parachutes.
There do not appear to be anydetailed design guidelines for determining the bridle
length of the pilot parachute. Available information onbridle lengths used satisfactorily
on airplanes in full-scale spin demonstrations is presented in table I, andthis information
indicates that the bridle lengths range from 1.9meters (6.2ft) to 17.2meters (56.5ft).
This wide variation in bridle lengths apparently isbased on two different approachesto
the problem. Oneapproachis to make the bridle very long in an attempt to minimize
wake effects of the airplane. The other approachis to make the bridle very short and
assumethat the deploymentof the pilot parachute is a transient condition in that after
the pilot parachute is deployed, it will be restrained only for an instant before it begins
extracting the spin-recovery parachutepackage. Althoughthe pilot parachutewill be in
the wakeof the airplane (that is, region of reduceddynamic pressure for only an instant),
there always is a possibility that the parachute may collapse during this instant if it moves
into a region of reverse airflow.
Althoughmost pilot parachute installations havebeensuccessful with a short bridle
line, this approach might not work for the newer airplane configurations with broad aft
fuselagesand large all-movable horizontal-tail surfaces. The wake from these airplanes
is large not only becauseof their configuration, but also becausesuchairplanes tend to
have flat spins which producea larger wakethan the steeper spins. Thus, a much longer
bridle line length might be necessary in order for the pilot parachutecanopyto operate
in high-energy airflow, and it also may be necessaryto eject the pilot parachuteaway
from the airplane with a mortar or deploymentgunto insure that it clears the wake.
Pilot ParachuteDeploymentMethods
To insure reliable pilot parachutedeployment, regardless of the deploymentmethod,
the parachuteshouldbe ejected rearward along the fuselageaxis to get it into the clean
airflow awayfrom the airplane wake in either anerect or inverted spin. There are three
basic methodscurrently usedto deploy a pilot parachutefrom spinning airplanes: a
deploymentmortar system, a deploymentgun system, and a spring-loaded system.
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Deployment mortar system.- In the deployment mortar system, the pilot parachute
is placed in a bag which is forcefully ejected from a stowage container by a powder charge
on a rubber diaphragm or a piston. (A small weight (approximately 4.45 newtons (1 lb))
is sometimes placed at the end of the bag to provide increased momentum.) When the
bridle line is fully extended, the momentum of the deployment bag strips the bag from the
pilot parachute. The advantage of this type of system is that the bag is ejected a consid-
erable distance from the airplane; thus, the possibility of the parachute canopy fouling on
the airplane structure and also the possibility of the canopy being in the wake of the air-
plane are reduced. The deployment mortars that have been used for recovery parachute
systems have generally been adapted from other types of parachute recovery systems.
Although there is an abundance of mortar technology available on relatively small para-
chutes (ranging up to approximately 4.6 meters (15 ft) in diameter), little work has been
done on deployment mortars designed specially for application to spin-recovery para-
chute systems.
Deployment gun system.- Two basic approaches are generally used in designing a
deployment-gun system. In one approach a canopy-first deployment is used whereas in
the other approach a line-first deployment is used.
In the canopy-first deployment, a slug is permanently attached to the apex of the
pilot parachute canopy by a line and is fired away from the airplane. At full bridle line
extension, the parachute becomes fully inflated. The primary advantages of this approach
are: (1) the parachute canopy is forcibly pulled a considerable distance from the airplane
and thus the possibility of fouling and/or wake effects are reduced, and (2) a canopy-first
deployment, at least for small parachutes, apparently reduces parachute malfunctions by
minimizing the possibility of the line between the slug and parachute canopy becoming
alternately slack and taut during deployment because of an energy exchange between the
slug and parachute. The disadvantage of the canopy-first approach is that care must be
taken to avoid the possibility of severe loads being applied to the parachute canopy at the
instant the bridle line becomes fully extended. This approach also still creates the
possibility of slug rebound which could result in damage to the pilot parachute.
In the line-first deployment, the pilot parachute is packed in a deployment bag and
a slug is attached to the bag by a line. After the slug has been fired and the bridle line
has become fully extended, the slug then strips the bag from the pilot parachute and the
bag and slug fall free. This approach has the same advantage as the canopy-first deploy-
ment in that the bag is forcibly pulled a considerable distance from the airplane. The
primary disadvantage of this approach is the possibility that the line between the slug
and bag will not remain taut during deployment because the energy exchange between the
two items occurs over a very short period of time relative to the canopy-first deployment.
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In fact, the bag and slug havebeenobserved, in somecases, to tumble endover end.
Proper design, however, shouldovercome the disadvantagesof either method.
The indication that either a canopy-first or line-first deploymentof the pilot para-
chute may be appropriate appears to be contrary to the recommendationgiven previously
in the report that a line-first deploymentof a spin-recovery parachute is the most desir-
able. The reason for this apparent inconsistency is that the pilot parachutesize is very
small relative to that of a spin-recovery parachute; thus, the snatchand openingshock
loads are relatively small andthe possibility of the canopyfouling on the airplane struc-
ture is also small becauseof the forceful extraction of the canopyaway from the airplane
by the slug.
Experience has indicated that, as the size and consequentlythe weight of the pilot
parachuteand its bridle line increase, the successful use of the deploymentgunbecomes
more difficult. This increase in size and weight generally is the result of the needfor
large spin-recovery parachutes. Unpublishedinformation has indicated that for heavier
andlarger parachutesdeploymentgun systems function better whenthe bridle line and
parachutecanopyare packedin separatebags. There is noqualitative information rela-
tive to these considerations; therefore, if a deploymentgun system is to beused, the sys-
tems developmentprogram will have to include adequatetests to insure proper operation
of the system.
It appearsthat for a given amountof energy, the deploymentgun shouldprovide
approximately the sameamountof separation distance betweenthe airplane andpilot
parachuteas the deploymentmortar. A mortar-deployed pilot parachute, however, is
believed to be the best deploymentmethodbasedonoverall considerations.
Spring-loaded system.- The spring-loaded method of deploying the pilot parachute
generally consists of a preloaded spring that ejects the pilot parachute from its compart-
ment directly into the airstream; a deployment bag generally is not used with this system.
The pilot parachute is tied permanently to the apex of the spin-recovery parachute by a
bridle. Although the spring-loaded method for ejecting the pilot parachute is one of the
oldest and the simplest of the methods discussed, it also is the least forceful; and for
modern airplanes a more forceful method generally is needed because a strong possibility
exists that the pilot parachute may foul on the tail structure of the spinning airplane,
especially in a flat spin.
DE PLOYMENT ME CHANISM DE SIGN CONSIDE RATIONS
Basic Methods of Deployment and Jettison
Mechanical or electrical systems are used for deploying and jettisoning spin-
recovery parachutes, and any given airplane may use one or a combination of these sys-
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tems for the operation of the parachute. The particular choice of a system might be
basedon the successful use on an earlier airplane tested by the company,or that it was
convenientto use a parachutesystem that utilized a part of another existing system of
the airplane.
Emergency Power
In a fully developedspin, the airplane engine may flame out and causea loss of the
normal or primary power source. Therefore, an emergencypower source is required
to operate the airplane controls and spin-recovery parachutesystem. The emergency
power source (usually a large battery pack) shouldhavethe capability of beingbrought
into operation automatically whenrequired. The operational time of the emergencypower
supply shouldbe sufficient to allow a spin, recovery, air restart of airplane engine, if
possible, or if not, a glide to a suitable landing site.
Basic Attachment Methods
The spin-recovery parachute riser is attachedto the airplane by anattachmentand
release mechanismandthis device has proven to be a critical item in the system design.
For this reason, regardless of the type of mechanismused, nopart of it should require
suchprecise adjustment that lack of suchadjustment could causethe mechanismto mal-
function. The mechanismmust perform the following critical functions: (1) attachment
of the parachute riser to the airplane, (2) release of the parachuteafter spin recovery,
and (3) automatic release of the parachute in the eventof inadvertent deploymentduring
critical phasesof flight. There are two basic methodsnormally used:
(1) Closed-jaw method (fig. 10(a)).- The attachmentof the riser to the airplane is
made prior to take-off andprovision is madefor automatic release in the eventof pre-
mature deployment.
(2) Open-jawmethod(fig. 10(b)).- The attachment is not madeuntil immediately
before a spin test.
Several factors must be considered in designing the attachmentand release mech-
anism. For example, if the shackle, or D-ring, is locked in the attachmentmechanism
prior to take-off, as illustrated by the closed-jaw conceptof figure 10(a), it is essential
from the standpointof flight safety that provision be madeso that the parachutewill auto-
matically jettison should it inflate inadvertently. This automatic jettisoning of the para-
chute canbe accomplishedby putting a weak link, suchas a shear pin, in the system.
Prior to the start of the spin tests, the weak link is bypassedby a locking mechanism
capableof withstandingthe openingshock load of the parachute. If the mechanism is left
openuntil the start of the spin tests, however, as illustrated by the open-yawconceptof
figure 10(b),the parachutewill be automatically jettisoned since it would be unrestrained.
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This approachdoesrequire, however, that steps be taken to insure that the shackle is in
position in the mechanismwhenthe time comes to arm the system. A low-strength bolt
or safety wire canbe usedto achieve the proper positioning. For either of the foregoing
types of systems, a light is generally usedto indicate that the system has beenarmed by
bypassingthe weak link or by closing the jaws.
In both the closed-jaw andopen-jaw methods,the normal procedure for releasing
the parachute after it hasbeendeployedis by mechanicalmeans. Provisions, however,
shouldbe madefor emergency jettisoning of the parachute if the primary jettison system
fails to operate. This jettisoning canbe accomplishedthroughthe use of explosive bolts
or pyrotechnic line cutters. If explosive bolts are used, they shouldbe of the nonfrag-
menting variety to insure the safety of the airplane. The pyrotechnic line cutters have a
disadvantagein that the cutters andthe electric wires to them are subject to damageby
the slipstream andtherefore might fail to function. Further information on parachute
jettisoning canbe found in references 7 and 8.
The most desirable methodfor attachingthe parachute riser to the parachute
attachmentandrelease mechanismappears to be one in which the parachute riser is
locked in the mechanismwhile the airplane is on the groundso that visual confirmation
of the connectioncanbe made. Also, it seemsto be highly desirable to developstandard-
ized parachuteattachmentandrelease mechanismsso that reliable operation canbe
assured.
Cockpit Control Arrangement
Experience indicates that the cockpit controls for deployingand jettisoning the spin-
recovery parachuteshouldbe arranged sothat the pilot caneasily reach the controls while
he is being subjectedto the wide range of forces and attitudes that canbe encounteredin
a spin. "Eyeballs-out" accelerations of as muchas 4ghavebeenexperienced in the
cockpit of somefighter airplanes becauseof the rate of rotation (approximately aboutthe
center of gravity) andthe fact that the pilot is located a considerable distance aheadof
the center of gravity. Experiencedtest pilots havefound erect spins to be not only violent
becauseof the oscillatory nature of somespins, but sometimes disorienting so that they
becomeconfusedas to the airplane attitude and direction of rotation. The situation
becomesevenworse in an inverted spin where the pilot is hangingfrom the straps and
might find it difficult to reach the emergencyspin-recovery controls unless this factor
is considered in positioning the controls. For further information on pilot reactions in
spins, see reference 7.
The following basic principles shouldbe consideredin the arrangement of the cock-
pit for deployingand jettisoning the spin-recovery parachute: (1) the controls shouldbe
positioned sothat they canbe reachedandoperatedeasily under all spin conditions;
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(2) the controls shouldbe guardedagainst inadvertent operation; and (3) the sequenceof
operation of the controls shouldbe such that it is impossible to jettison the parachuteby
mistake before it hasbeendeployed.
SPIN-RECOVERYPARACHUTELOADS
In order to designproperly the spin-recovery parachuteandassociated lines, the
maximum design load of the parachutemust be determined. This parachutedrag load is
estimated from the following quantities: (1) parachutediameter anddrag coefficient,
(2) parachuteopeningshockfactor, (3) air density p at spin altitude, and (4) maximum
designvelocity Vm of parachuteat the designatedspin altitude. (This velocity is
greater than that expectedin a fully developedspin of a given airplane andis attained
during the level-flight checkouttests of the parachuteoperation.) The parachutediam-
eter anddrag coefficient generally are obtainedfrom dynamic model tests in the Langley
spin tunnel, and p and Vm are selectedby the airplane manufacturer; the determina-
tion of the parachuteopeningshockfactor is discussed in the following paragraph.
The spin-recovery parachuteoperates under an infinite mass condition as defined
in reference 6 (p. 149),andthe openingshock factor under these conditions for standard-
type parachutesas definedby the U.S.Air Force canbe foundin reference 6 (p. 164).
This reference indicates that for infinite mass conditions, the openingshock factor does
not changewith altitude. Somelimited unpublishedresults from level-flight checkout
tests of parachutes, however, indicate that the openingshockfactor apparently does
increase with an increase in altitude. Thus, since there seemsto be somedisagreement
as to the effect of altitude, it wouldbe desirable to check the openingshock load of the
parachute in level-flight tow tests at the highest altitude at which it is expectedto be
opened.
The parachute industry generally uses a safety factor of 1.5for hardware design.
Sincefabricating andmultiple reuses of the parachutecausea decrease in the ultimate
strength of the material, design factors of about 2.3to 2.5 are usedfor the parachute
design.
FUSELAGELOADS
The fuselageof the test airplane usually must be strengthenedto withstand the large
loads exerted on it by the deploymentof the tail-mounted spin-recovery parachute. If
external members are required for reinforcement, they shouldbe configured to avoid
aerodynamic effects that could alter the stall and spin behavior of the airplane. In order
to minimize structural modifications and increases in weight of the fuselage, the direction
and magnitudeof the parachute load shouldbe estimated as accurately as possible for the
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critical loading conditions. Theloads during four different flight conditions that should
be considered in analysis of the fuselagestrength requirements are
(1) Deploymentduring level flight for system checkouttests, which has not generally
beena critical condition since the loads are applied along the fuselage axis
(2) Deploymentduring the fully developedspin, which has in the past beenthe criti-
cal design condition becauselarge lateral bendingloads are applied to the fuselage axis
(3) The dive following recovery, which is generally not a critical condition because
of the axial direction of the load
(4) Deploymentduring the spin entry, which is a condition that has recently come
up for consideration as a recovery procedure during a stall test program for an airplane
that is consideredto havepoor spin characteristics.
There is little or noprecedent for analysis of this fourth condition, but it might
provide the most critical design condition, especially if accelerated stalls are considered
wherein the dynamic pressure might be considerably higher than that in the developedspin
andthe riser might be at a large angle relative to the fuselageaxis. In anyevent, all
these load conditions shouldbe consideredby the system designers, but only the condition
of deploymentfrom a fully developedspin is discussed in further detail herein becauseit
has, in=the past, generally beenthe critical condition andbecausethe design methodshave
proven to be satisfactory.
Experience indicates that the critical fuselage loading condition during the developed
spin occurs at the time of the maximum openingshock load of the parachute. Therefore,
in order to estimate the direction andmagnitudeof the applied load to the airplane fuse-
lage, the following quantities shouldbeknown: (1)parachutedrag load, and (2) the angu-
lar position of the parachute riser relative to the fuselage. The parachutedrag load is
obtainedby the methodpresented in the preceding section entitled "Spin-Recovery Para-
chute Loads." The following techniquesmay be usedas an aid in estimating the riser
angle relative to the fuselage. The angle canbe obtaineddirectly from motion pictures
of tests of the dynamic model with anattachedparachute in the Langley spin tunnel. A
supplementarymeansof determining the riser angle is to calculate it by use of data
obtainedfrom the spin-tunnel tests. In this approachthe riser angle is consideredto be
a function of the fuselagepitch angleandthe sideslip angle at the tail of the fuselage
_= tan-1 -_o+ _b). By using thesequantities, a load envelopecanbe approximated. In
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general, the applied load is assumed to act in a cone-shaped envelope, the included angle
of the cone being dependent on the type of spin predicted for the full-scale airplane based
on dynamic model tests. When the fuselage strength requirements are calculated, gen-
erally a safety factor of 1.5 is applied to the estimated parachute loads.
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If there is someconcern aboutthe magnitudeof the parachute openingshock load
and/,or the possibility of overinflation, then the parachutemight be reefed for about 1 or
2 seconds. Reefingwould, of course, add some further complexity to the system.
QUALIFICATION AND MONITORINGOF RECOVERYSYSTEMS
In order to insure maximum reliability of the parachutesand systems prior to
actual use for a spin recovery, a systematic series of buildup tests from laboratory to
flight tests shouldbe performed. (The U.S. Navy, as previously mentioned, requires the
parachute to be deployedin a critical spin condition.) These systematic tests normally
are as follows: free-drop tests, laboratory tests, airplane ground tow tests, inflight
deploymenttow tests, deploymenttests in a developedspin, parachutedrag measure-
ments, and photographicrecords.
Free-Drop Tests
The minimum openingspeedof the spin-recovery parachutecanbe determined by
the use of the outdoor free-drop testing techniquewhich consists of dropping the para-
chutewith an attachedweight preferably from a helicopter anddeploying it whenthe
desired altitude and airspeed are reached. By having the helicopter move forward at a
low airspeed, a partial cross-wind deployment canbe obtainedwhich provides a slightly
better simulation of a deploymentduring an actual spin. Although the minimum opening
speedof the parachuteordinarily is not determined, it is believed that it would be very
desirable to do so since this characteristic would indicate the ability of the parachute to
inflate in a low-dynamic-pressure environment suchas might beencounteredin the wake
of the airplane. The main limitation of this technique is that the effect of the wake of the
spinning airplane on the operation of the parachute is not simulated andmust be estimated.
Laboratory Tests
A checkoutor benchtest of the deploymentsystem shouldbe madein the laboratory
to provide an early indication of the operation andpossible mechanicalor electrical short-
comings of the system. This system checkoutshould include tests to determine the oper-
ation of the parachuteattachmentandrelease mechanismwhile a simulated maximum
parachutedrag load is being applied. Also under similar conditions, the force required
by the pilot to operatethe attachmentand release mechanismshouldbe determined.
Thesecheckouttests should include not only simulation of the magnitudeof the parachute
loads that might be expectedduring a spin andrecovery but also the directions of these
loads. This simulation is a particularly important consideration since, as will be seen
later, theseare the only tests in which the operation of the system canbe checkedwhile
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applying the parachute loads at various anglesup to the perpendicular to the fuselage
axis, except tests in an actual spin.
Airplane GroundTow Tests
Groundtow tests with the airplane taxiing at speedsjust below lift-off conditions
are desirable in that a checkoutof the system canbe madeunder dynamic conditions.
The primary advantageof these tests is that they provide a meansfor checkingout the
operation of the complete recovery system under reasonably safe conditions.
The limitations of the techniquesare (1) in general, this technique cannotbe used
with detachableparachutecompartments becausethey will fall and strike the grounddur-
ing the deployment sequence,(2) the wake of the spinning airplane is not simulated, (3) the
angle at which the parachute is extracted andthe loads applied during a spin andrecovery
are not simulated, and (4) the maximum dynamic pressure required cannotbe achieved.
Inflight DeploymentTow Tests
Airplane inflight deploymenttow tests are usedto checkthe recovery system at
higher speedsand dynamicpressures, andtherefore at higher loading conditions than can
be obtainedon the ground. These tests also provide anopportunity to check the para-
chutedrag and openingshock loads. In these tests the parachute is deployedat increas-
ingly higher dynamic pressures until the maximum designdynamic pressure is reached
to determine whether any failures in the system might result.
The in.flight tow tests havethe same limitations as the ground tow tests except that
of achievingthe maximum required dynamic pressure; andthe risk is greater than that
for ground tow tests.
DeploymentTests in DevelopedSpin
The U.S. Navy, as previously mentioned,requires the spin-recovery parachute sys-
tem to be tested in a critical spin condition during the stall and spin demonstration tests.
Determination of this condition by the U.S.Navy generally is basedon the results of model
spin tests in the Langley spin tunnel. A critical spin condition probably would be one
wherein the model results indicated that recoveries from certain spins may be difficult
or impossible by useof the airplane control surfaces.
The flight test program shouldconsist of a series of buildup tests ranging from spin
conditions wherein recovery is possible by the use of the airplane control surfaces to the
worst spin condition from which recovery may or may not bepossible. For eachof these
conditions the spin-recovery parachute is deployedto determine whether the recovery
system operatedproperly and whether the parachute terminated the spin satisfactorily.
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ParachuteDrag Measurements
The installation of a drag link or strain gageto measurethe drag of the parachute
during deploymentandinflation is very desirable. Sucha drag link is usually a single-
axis gageattachedto the riser so that it pivots with the riser, but it could be a three-axis
gagefixed to the airplane. The drag link is used to measurethe openingshock load and
steadydrag load of the parachute in level flight. The measuredsteadydrag load is used
to determine whether the parachuteproducesthe proper force as required by the design
specifications. This qualification test is important in that if the parachute force is less
than that required by the specification, the parachutemay not effect a satisfactory spin
recovery. During a spin demonstration the measurementof the parachute force may be
usedto determine whether the parachute is operating in or near free-stream air or in
the wake of the spinningairplane where the parachute is less effective.
Photography
Motion pictures of spin-recovery parachuteoperation are highly desirable every
time the parachute is used,as anaid in analysis of the operation of the system, partic-
ularly if there shouldbe a malfunction. Although the importance of motion pictures is
well recognized, photographiccoveragefor the entire spin test program by ground-to-
air, air-to-air, andonboard cameras is not always made. Suchmotion pictures gen-
erally are takenduring level-flight checkouttests, but there is seldomadequatecoverage
if the parachute shouldhaveto beused for emergencyrecovery during the actual spin
tests. The following paragraphs discuss the application andusefulness of each type of
photography.
Ground to air.- Ground-to-air motion pictures are frequently taken of the spin
demonstration flights to record the behavior of the airplane during spin entry, in the
developed spin, and during the recovery. Detailed analysis of the pictures with regard
to the operation of the parachute recovery system is difficult, however, because of the
frequently poor resolution of the pictures due to the atmospheric disturbances and the
long distance between the camera and airplane.
Air to air.- Air-to-air motion pictures generally are taken of the level-flight check
tests of the parachute system by a chase airplane. Since this operation can be done at
fairly close range, the functioning of the parachute system can be seen in reasonably good
detail. Motion pictures of the spin demonstration tests also can be obtained from a chase
airplane although they are not always made. The technique consists of the chase airplane
circling the descending spinning airplane at a sufficient distance so that the g-forces gen-
erated by the chase airplane do not become so great as to hamper the airborne photogra-
pher in tracking the spinning airplane. Thus, because of this low g-force requirement,
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this technique results in the motion pictures being takenat a relatively long distancefrom
the spinning airplane (approximately 457 to 610meters (1500to 2000ft)). Becauseof
this distance, the resolution of the pictures, in manycases, may not be entirely adequate.
This photographic technique,however, apparently canbe improved by the selection of a
suitable chase airplane (onethat hasgoodvisibility anda small turning radius without
excessive g-forces) anda properly trained chaseaircrew which haspreviously worked
together as a team.
Onboard.- A camera attachedto the test airplane is usedin many casesto record
the operation of the parachutesystem in the level-flight checkouttests. This camera,
however, usually is not oriented to record the deploymentsequenceof the parachutedur-
ing spin tests, althoughthe use of suchanarrangement would appear to be highly desir-
able because,in several cases, a spin-recovery parachutehas failed to function properly,
andthere hasbeenno record from which its operation could be analyzedand usedas a
basis for corrective action. In order to achievethis capability the onboardinstallation
would probably require two cameras with wide-angle lenses aimed differently to provide
coverageof the entire area of the deploymentsequence. The cameras shouldstart auto-
matically uponinitiation of parachutedeployment. Sucha system would provide motion-
picture records with sufficient detail for study of the normal parachutedeploymentor,
more importantly, to determine why a malfunction occurred. Experience with parachutes
has shownthat, as an aid in the analysis of the parachuteoperation, it is desirable to have
contrasting colors on the parachute canopyandlines. Provision shouldbe madeto pre-
vent damageto the cameras during an airplane crash. Oneapproachis to encasethe
cameras in a shockproof andfireproof container to insure their survival; and another
approachis to jettison the cameras during the emergencyandlower them to the ground
by parachute.
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions were drawn from the foregoing summary of technology
applicable to spin-recovery parachute systems which was obtained from a study of avail-
able documents and discussions with persons experienced in parachute technology and
related fields:
1. There are three distinctly different branches of technology involved in the design
of a spin-recovery parachute system - parachutes, spinning, and airplane systems - and
persons knowledgeable in all these fields should be brought in on the design from the very
outset. In particular, parachutes are a very specialized branch of aeronautics; so it is
very important that parachute technologists be consulted on the design of the overall sys-
tem from the outset.
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2. It is essential that the parachute size andriser lengthbe determined from free-
spinning tests of dynamically scaled models suchas are conductedin the Langley spin
tunnel.
3. Ring-slot andribbon parachutesare most often used for spin-recovery
parachutes.
4. The parachuteattachmentpoint shouldbe located at the extreme rear of the air-
plane fuselageor rearward of it on a boomto provide the maximum momentarm for the
parachute force to act on, andto prevent parachute riser damagecausedby contactwith
the airplane structure.
5. A line-first deploymentis generally consideredto be the best methodof deploy-
ing the spin-recovery parachute.
6. A mortar-deployed pilot parachute is considered to be the best deployment
method.
7. Nodefinite methodor criterion hasbeenestablishedto determine accurately the
required pilot parachutediameter andbridle line length for extracting or deploying the
spin-recovery parachute. In view of this situation, it has beencommonpractice to rely
on the judgmentof the parachute manufacturer in this area.
8. From the standpointof reliability, two completely independentsystems should
be used to operate the parachute; each system would serve as an emergencybackupsys-
tem for the other.
9. The most desirable type of attachmentandrelease mechanismfor the spin-
recovery parachuteappears to be onewherein the shackle, or D-ring, of the parachute
is locked to the mechanismwhile the airplane is on the groundso that visual observation
may be madeof the connection. A shear pin, or similar device, may be used so that the
parachutewill be jettisoned automatically in caseof inadvertent deployment.
10.Basic principles which shouldbe consideredfor the proper arrangement of the
cockpit controls for deployingand jettisoning of the spin-recovery parachute are as fol-
lows: (1) the controls shouldbe positioned so that they canbe reachedeasily andoper-
ated, and yet they shouldbe designedso that they are guardedagainst inadvertent opera-
tion; and (2) the sequenceof operation of the controls shouldbe such that it is impossible
to accidentally jettison the parachutebefore it hasbeendeployed.
11. Installations of onboard movie cameras which are capableof recording the
entire deploymentand inflation sequenceof the spin-recovery parachuteduring the spin
tests as a meansof analysis, particularly of malfunctions, shouldbe made mandatory.
The cameras shouldstart automatically uponinitiation of parachutedeployment,and
shouldbedesignedto be recoverable after a crash andfire.
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12.Standardizedparachuteattachmentand release mechanismsshouldbe developed
as well as several basic types of parachute_nstallationswhich could be adaptedto any
airplane configuration through the use of suitable interfaces.
Langley ResearchCenter,
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration,
Hampton,Va., June 29, 1972.
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APPENDIX A
ALTERNATE SPIN-RE COVE RY DEVICE S
Although tail-mounted spin-recovery parachutes are used almost exclusively in
full-scale spin demonstrations, rockets and wing-tip-mounted parachutes have sometimes
been given consideration. Antispin rockets have been used occasionally, but wing-tip
mounted parachutes have been used apparently only once. Thus, the characteristics of
the rockets will be discussed in more detail than the parachutes in the following sections
of this appendix.
Rockets
Background and system setup.- Rockets are generally used for spin recovery in
special cases where the use of a parachute involves unusual problems. Tail-boom air-
plane configurations or tailless configurations with a very short tail moment arm might
provide such unusual problems. Rockets, however, have many disadvantages when com-
pared with tail-mounted parachutes as will be discussed later.
Some testing of rockets which apply an antispin yawing moment has been done in
the Langley spin tunnel on dynamic models, and similar testing has also been done on
several occasions with full-scale airplanes. Investigations to determine the effective-
ness of rockets in terminating spins by the application of a pure rolling or pitching
moment to a dynamic model, however, have been brief and only exploratory; thus, no
valid conclusions can be made regarding these types of moment applications. Some typ-
ical investigations in the Langley spin tunnel using rockets on dynamic models as spin-
recovery devices are reported in references 21 to 26; results from full-scale tests of
rockets used for spin recovery are presented in references 27 and 28.
Rockets generally have been installed on or near each wing tip but there have been
cases where the rocket was installed at the nose or the tail of the airplane. When the
rockets are installed on the wing tips, their thrust is applied in a forward direction.
Depending on the direction of the spin which should be determined by a sensor, the left
or right rocket is fired to apply an antispin yawing moment (for example, in a right spin
the right rocket would be fired).
When spin-recovery rockets are added to the airplane, care should be taken that
the rocket installation does not alter the spin and recovery characteristics of the airplane
by altering the aerodynamic and/or inertia characteristics of the airplane and thereby
invalidate the tests.
Thrust orientation.- The effectiveness of the applied yawing moment produced by
rockets mounted on the wing tips depends on the orientation of the rocket thrust line with
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respect to the principal axis of the airplane. In order to avoid a rolling moment that
might be adverse, dependingon the mass distribution of the airplane (ref. 3, pp. 22-23),
the rocket thrust shouldbe alined as closely as possible with the principal axis of the
airplane.
Rocket impulse.- On the basis of past experience with model spin-recovery rocket
investigations, certain conclusions can be drawn regarding the nature of the rocket
impulse required, rocket impulse being the product of the average value of the thrust
and the time during which it acts. The rocket must not only provide a sufficient yawing
moment for recovery, but the rocket must provide this moment for as long as the spin
rotation is present. Rockets that have the same impulse but different amounts of thrust
and thrust durations may or may not produce satisfactory spin recoveries depending on
the magnitude of the thrust and the thrust duration. For example, after it has been found
that a rocket which provides a certain thrust for a certain period of time affords satis-
factory recoveries, it has also been found that a rocket which provides the same impulse
in the form of a smaller thrust over a longer period of time may not provide satisfactory
recoveries; and one which provides the required impulse in the form of a larger thrust
over a shorter period of time also may not provide satisfactory recoveries. Thus, the
correct rocket impulse must be determined from model spin-recovery rocket tests in the
Langley spin tunnel.
Advantages.- The primary advantages of a rocket-recovery system are as follows:
(1) Definite known yawing moment is applied.
(2) Applied yawing moment is not affected by wake of airplane.
(3) Rockets do not have to be jettisoned after use.
(4) Fuselage or wing has to be strengthened only to withstand the yawing moment
produced by the rockets.
Disadvantages.- The disadvantages of rockets may be summed up as follows:
(1) Some type of sensor must be used to determine the direction of spin so that the
proper rocket is fired.
(2) Duration of rocket thrust is limited.
(3) If duration of rocket thrust is too long and pilot does not terminate it when
recovery is complete, the airplane may enter a spin in the opposite direction; conversely,
if the rocket thrust is terminated prematurely, the airplane may not recover from the
spin.
(4) If the pilot does not regain control of the airplane following recovery by use of
a rocket and the airplane enters a second spin there is no further emergency recovery
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system; whereas, with a tail-mounted recovery parachute, he can retain the stabilizing
effect of the parachute until he is sure he has recovered control.
(5) Two installations are necessary if rockets are mounted on wing tips.
Wing-Tip-Mounted Parachutes
Tests were conducted until 1952 in the Langley spin tunnel on dynamically scaled
models using wing-tip-mounted parachutes. (See refs. 29 to 33.) Full-scale airplane
tests with wing-tip parachutes have apparently been made on only one airplane in the past
20 years (ref. 34). Wing-tip parachutes apply an antispin yawing moment to the airplane
to effect a spin recovery; they also apply a rolling moment and, ifthe airplane has a
swept wing, a pitching moment will be applied.
Even though wing-tip parachutes generally need be only about 50 to 60 percent as
large as a tail parachute in order to effect a spin recovery, they have all the disadvan-
tages of rockets. In addition ifthe mass of the airplane is distributed along the wing,
the rolling moment produced by the parachute will retard spin recoveries (ref. 3,
pp. 22-23).
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ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS WITH REGARD TO THE
SPIN- RE COVE RY PARACHUTE
Design of Parachute Compartment
The parachute compartment serves as an enclosure for the deployment bag and may
or may not serve as an enclosure for the pilot parachute if one is used. The parachute
compartment is generally mounted externally on the airplane fuselage (although not a pre-
ferred arrangement) because of limited space within the fuselage and is usually made of
metal to withstand the aerodynamic forces, and in some cases high temperatures, acting
on it. The compartment should be designed so that the walls are parallel; or an expansion
of the compartment walls toward the opening is even more desirable. The compartment
should have a smooth interior, and the edges at the opening should be rounded and smooth.
If there is a potential heating problem because of the compartment location relative to
heat from the tail pipe, some provision may have to be made to insulate the compartment.
Attached parachute compartment.- The permanent attachment of the parachute
compartment to the airplane is a desirable arrangement in that the pilot parachute size
required to extract the deployment bag is smaller than that used to pull a detachable
compartment and deployment bag combined away from the airplane. The force required
to extract the parachute from the attached compartment, however, could be high, espe-
cially when the airplane is in a flat spin where the pilot parachute force may be acting at
approximately right angles to the compartment axis. Four basic methods for extracting
the bag from an airplane in both erect and inverted spins are discussed in the next para-
graphs. Method 2 has been used successfully to recover an airplane from a spin; the
other methods have never been used for spin recovery although they have been given
serious consideration based on parachute technology proven in other applications. The
four methods are:
(1) Open a door in the parachute compartment equal to the maximum length and
width of the deployment bag. When such a door is used, the pilot parachute can then
easily extract the bag regardless of the angle the pilot parachute bridle makes with the
compartment axis. In such a system, the compartment door should be hinged so that it
is retained on the airplane, since releasing the door might a/low it to strike the airplane
and/or endanger personnel and property on the ground. Tying the door to the parachute
bridle line might result in the door tangling in the system or severing the line.
(2) Immediately after deploying the pilot parachute, mortar out the deployment bag
at a velocity sufficient only to clear the airplane and allow the pilot parachute to remove
the bag from the spin-recovery parachute.
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(3) With a larger mortar charge andno pilot parachute, mortar out the deployment
bag at a considerably higher velocity than in the previous methodso that the bag is
stripped off the spin-recovery parachuteby momentum.
(4) Use a small spin-stabilized tractor rocket connectedto the deploymentbag by
a short line to extract the bag at a sufficient velocity to insure a clean separation between
it and the airplane. At full riser extensionthe bag is removed from the parachuteby
continuingforce of the rocket. A variation of this methodis currently being used on one
type of mannedescapesystem called the "Yankee" escapesystem (ref. 18, pp. 36-56),
which usesa tractor rocket connectedby a line to the personnel seat to rescue the
aircrew.
A further discussion of deploymentmethodsbasedon theoretical approachesis
presented in reference 19.
Detachable parachute compartment.- With a detachable parachute compartment, the
attitude of the spinning airplane is no longer a consideration during the extraction of the
spin-recovery parachute from the compartment because the compartment leaves the air-
plane and thus the compartment attitude is completely independent of the airplane. A
problem for consideration with this approach, however, is that the compartment may have
severe oscillationsbecause of insufficientline tension ifthe pilotparachute is too small.
These oscillationscould cause burning or tearing of the parachute canopy and associated
lines during deployment. Although thisproblem also could occur when only the deploy-
ment bag is extracted by the pilotparachute, the problem is aggravated by the greater
weight of the parachute compartment. Thus, a larger pilotparachute is needed for a
detached parachute compartment than for an attached compartment. In this type of sys-
tem, the pilotparachute remains with the detached compartment and, generally, itis large
enough to recover the compartment with minimum of danger to personnel or objects on
the ground.
Packing
There are various methods by which a spin-recovery parachute can be packed in a
deployment bag. These methods are listed so that the designer can make a preliminary
decision as to which method would be the most appropriate one.
The various methods by which a spin-recovery parachute can be packed in a deploy-
ment bag are as follows:
(1) Hand pack.- The canopy can be hand-packed when space is not a major factor.
Pack density is about 320 kg/m 3 (20 lb/ft3).
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(2)Vacuum.- The vacuum packing method is useful when packing irregular shapes
and when greater packing densities are needed. Pack density is about 480 kg/m 3
(30 lb/ft3).
(3) Lace.- The lace method is limited to cylindrical shapes, but considerable reduc-
tion in volume can be obtained by using a mechanical advantage lever known as a "grass-
hopper." Pack density is about 560 kg/m 3 (35 lb/ft3).
(4) Mechanical.- The use of a mechanical press can give higher pack densities than
other methods but is limited by the difficulty in lacing the pack when it is under pressure.
Pack density is about 640 kg/m 3 (40 lb/ft3).
If reefing rings and line cutters are packed in the bag along with the parachute can-
opy, care must be taken that the packing pressure is not so great as to damage the rings
and cutters. Of course, if the hardware is damaged, the parachute fabric probably will
be also. X-ray pictures should be taken of the packed deployment bag, if possible, to
determine the condition of the hardware parts. For example, pyrotechnic line cutters
have been observed by X-ray pictures in a fired condition due to high-density packing.
Bent hardware also can be observed. Although this X-ray technique is not completely
effective, its use will decrease the danger of having damaged hardware in the deployment
bag with a possible malfunction of the system should it be needed.
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Figure 2.- Illustration of an airplane in a right spin
with deployed parachute. Arrows indicate posi-
tive direction of angles.
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Figure 5.- Dynamic model with deployedparachute recovering from spin in
Langley spin tunnel.
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(a) Permanently attached compartment. Mortar-ejected pilot parachute.
Canopy-first deployment of main parachute.
Figure 8.- Full-scale spin-recovery parachute installations.
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(b) Permanently attached platform. Spring-ejected pilot parachute.
Line-first deployment of main parachute.
Figure 8.- Continued.
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(c) Detachable compartment. (Back cover plate jettisoned and bottom cover plate
released but remains tied to bridle line upon initiation of deployment.) Spring-
ejected pilot parachute. Line-first deployment of main parachute.
Figure 8.- Continued.
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